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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [3] the subgroup structure of the unitary group U(M) was studied for a 
nonsingular h-Hermitian module M over a local ring A with 2 a unit. We now 
use these results to determine the automorphisms of U(M). The method is 
first to establish a unitary analog of the Fundamental Theorem of Projective 
Geometry for the A-module M and then to use the action of an automorphism A 
of U(M) on extremal involutions to construct a projectivity on the projective 
space of M. This projectivity can then be used to show that the automorphism A 
is of standard type, namely, the composite of a radial automorphism and an 
automorphism coming from a semilinear transformation on M. 
The special cases where U(M) is either a symplectic or an orthogonal group 
have been treated by Keenan [4] and by McQueen and McDonald [6]; see also 
McDonald [5]. Their method extends the work of DieudonnC [2] where A is a 
division ring. Our approach generalizes these arguments, gives a uniform 
treatment of all cases and allows the ring A to be noncommutative. Recently, 
Callan [I] has also applied the residual space method of O’Meara to study 
the isomorphisms of unitary groups over noncommutative domains. 
The notation and terminology is continued from [3]. Thus A is a local ring 
with involution * and M is a finitely generated free right A-module with rank at 
least three and f : M x M -+ A is a nonsingular X-Hermitian form on M. The 
unitary group U(M) of M is the set of isomorphisms F: NIL+ M satisfying 
f(p(x), v(y)) =f(~, y) for all X, y in M. Since we use the basic results from [3] 
in constructing the projectivity, the assumption that M has hyperbolic rank 
i(M) > 1 if A is commutative, and i(M) 3 2 if A is not commutative, is also 
needed for the final results. However, this assumption is not required in the next 
two sections. We also assume, in keeping with [3], that 3 is a unit. 
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2. INVOLUTIONS 
Let J be the Jacobson radical of A. We say the form f is of symplectic type 
when f restricted to A/J is symplectic. In this case f(~, x) E J for all x in M. If 
f is not of symplectic type, then M has an orthogonal basis [3, Lemma 3.21 and 
M can be decomposed into an orthogonal sum of rank one modules. When f is of 
symplectic type, M decomposes into an orthogonal sum M = Pl _L ... 1 P,, , 
where the Pi , 1 < i < m, are indecomposable modules of rank two. If Pi = 
xzi-rA + xziA, where f(xai-r , xzi) = 1, 1 < i < m, then x1 ,..., xzm. is called a 
symplectic basis of M. 
An isometry 9” in U(M) is an involution if r$ = IM , the identity mapping on M. 
If 9 is an involution, 
%4 = ix IT= M I v(x) = 4 
is the positive space of 9) and 
N(y) = {x E M j p)(x) = -x} 
is the negative space of v. Since x + p)(x) E P(v), x - v(x) E N(v), and 
f(x + v(x), x - v(x)) = 0, it follows that M = P(v) 1 N(v). Conversely, this 
splitting determines the involution. If #E U(M) and q~ is an involution, then 
I,$$-~ is also an involution and P(+p,F) = #P(v) and N(&@l) = $N(v). 
Hence q$ = I& if and only if #P(v) = P(v) and @V(v) = N(v). 
An involution q~ in U(M) is called extrema2 if either P(v) or N(v) is a nontrivial 
indecomposable module. Let 1(v) denote this indecomposable module for q~. The 
set of extremal involutions in U(M) is denoted by Ext(M). Our main object in 
this section is to prove that for any automorphism fl of the group U(M), 
fl(Ext(M)) = Ext(M). We first establish a group-theoretic characterization of 
extremal involutions. 
If X is a subset of U(M), define C(X) to be the set of all involutions in U(M) 
that commute with all the elements of X. If o and p are involutions in U(M), 
define 
and 
#(a, P> = card C(C(b P>)>, 
ma44 = mp={#b,p) IP= = UP>. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let rank M > 5. If (T is a nontrivial involution in U(M), then 
o E Ext(M) if and only if max(u) = 8. 
Proof. Let 0 and p be commuting involutions in U(M). Then 
M = P(o) I N(a) = P(p) I N(P). 
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Let x E P(p) so that p(x) = X. Write x = y + x withy E P(u) and z E N(a). Then 
y - z = a(x) = up(x) = p(x) = p(y - x) 
and hence y - z E P(p). Since y + z E- P(p) and 2 is a unit, it follows that 
y E P(p) n P(u) and x E P(p) n N(u). In this way we can construct a splitting 
M = Ml 1 AI2 1 MS _L n/r,, where MI = P(o) n P(p), Ma = P(u) n N(p), 
IMa = N(U) n P(p), and M* = N(U) n N(p). Let vi: M+ Mi be the projection 
onto the submodule Mi, 1 < i < 4. 
Now let 0 be any extremal involution in C({u, p}). Then 00 = Ba and p0 = tip, 
so that, as above, 0 induces a further splitting of the positive and negative spaces 
of u and p. Moreover, Tie = Ori , 1 < i < 4. Conversely, an extremal involution 
e in U(M) satisfying Tie = eTi , 1 < i < 4, commutes with u = rrl + ~a - 
z-a - n4 and p = 7rr - ~a + ~a - rra . 
Let 7 be any involution in C(C({u, p})) so that T must commute with any 
extremal involution 0 in C({a, p}). Each Mi , 1 < i < 4, can be split into an 
orthogonal sum of indecomposable modules and these indecomposable modules 
give extremal involutions commuting with all ni and hence with u and p. Fix i. 
If n/r, =L, 1 ... J-L, is an indecomposable splitting of Mi , then each Lj 
determines an excremal involution Bj E C({u, p}) with I(0,) = Li , 1 <-<i ,< t. 
Hence 7 commutes with 0, and since Lj is indecomposable, either L, E P(T) or 
Lj g N(r). Hence 7 or -7 acts on Lj as the identity map. Moreover, by changing 
the decomposition and using 3 is a unit, it follows that &T acts on all of Mi as 
the identity map. Thus 7rri = &ri, 1 < i ,< 4. But xi rri = IM and hence 
7 = xi 8,~~ with Si = f 1. Therefore, #(a, p) < 24. 
Let 0 be a nontrivial involution so that rank P(u) > 1 and rank N(u) > 1. Let 
P(u) = L, 1 ... 1 L, , N(U) = L,,, 1 *.. 1 L, with the Li indecomposable 
modules and m > 3 since rank M > 5. Choose p such that P(p) = L, 1 L, and 
N(p) =L, i ... IL,,-, . Then Ml =L,, M, =L, 1 ... IL,, M3 =L,, 
and Mb = L,+l 1 “. 1 L,-, . At most one Mi can be 0 and this occurs if and 
only if s = 1 or s = m - 1, thus if and only if u E Ext(M). Hence, if 0 is not 
extremal, then #(a, p) = 16 and max(u) = 16. However, if u E Ext(M), either 
P(u) or N(u) is indecomposable and at least one Mi = 0. Thus in general, 
#(u, p) < 8 if u is extremal, and for the above example, #(u, p) = 8. Thus 
max(u) = 8. 
THEOREM 2.2. If A is an automorphism of U(M), then 
cl(Ext(M)) = Ext(M). 
Proof. Let u E Ext(M) and p be an involution commuting with u. Then 
flu and /lp are commuting involutions and 
card C(C({u, p>)) = card C(C({llu, Ilp})). 
Hence max(nu) = max(u) = 8 and /la E Ext(M). 
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Note also that rank I(u) = rank I(/la) for any o E Ext(M) since I(a) can have 
rank two if and only iffis of sympletic type. 
3. THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM OF UNITARY GEOMETRY 
A line is a rank one direct summand of M and a plane is a rank two direct 
summand. A line or a plane is called regular if it is an orthogonal summand of M, 
otherwise it is singular. A plane P is called spZit if there exists an orthogonal 
splitting M = MI 1 M, with P n MI and P n M2 lines and P = P n MI 1 
P n 111, . The projective space P(M) of M is the set of all lines in M. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A bijective mapping l? P(M) --f P(M) is called a pro- 
jectivity if for all lines L, and L, such that L, + L, is either a regular or a split 
plane, and for all lines L CL, + L, , it follows that I’L C FL, + TL, . 
The group automorphism .4 of U(M) and its action on extremal involutions 
is used to construct a projectivity on P(M). The structure of a projectivity is 
known from the following Fundamental Theorem of Unitary Geometry, and 
this in turn can be used to obtain the structure of A. We give first the standard 
example of a projectivity. 
Let p be a ring automorphism of A and let g: YI2-t M be a CL-semilinear 
automorphism of M. Thus g is an additive automorphism of M with g(xcll) = 
g(x) I for all x E M and cr. E A. IfL = xA is any line in P(M), define P(g) L == 
g(x) A. Then P(g) defines a projectivity on P(M). 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume rank M > 3 and r is a projectivity on P(M). Then 
there exists a p-semilinear automorphism g: M + M such that P(g) = r. 
Proof. Let x1 ,..., x, be either an orthogonal or a symplectic basis for M and 
let rxiA = yiA, 1 < i < n. We first construct an injection TV: A ---, =2. Let 
2 ,( i < n. From the definition of a projectivity, r(xi + xi) A = (y&I + 
yiy) A for some ,13, y E A. Since x,4 is contained in the regular or split plane 
(x1 + xi) A -+ xiA, it follows that ylA is contained in (yJ3 + yiy) A + yiA. 
Thus /I and similarly y are units. Replacing yi by y&l as a generator of rxiA, 
we may assume r(xt -C xi) A = (yr + yi) A for 2 < i < n. Let 01 E -4. Then, 
by an argument similar to the above, r(xr + X+X) A = (yl + y26) A for some 
S~A.Define~:A-tAby~~(01)=8.Then~(O)=0,1*(1)=1and~~isinjective. 
Next we show p is a ring homomorphism. Fix i 3 3 and define pi: A ---t -4 by 
r(xl + xi”) A = (yl $- yip.Li(ol)) A. Th en x = x1 + xpolg + xioli is in the split 
plane (x1 + x2a2) A -f x,4, so that rxA C (yr + ya,(‘~a)) A + ~~~4. Similarly, 
I’xA is contained in (yr + y&q)) A + yaA, and hence 
r(xl + x2a2 + q-xi) A = (y, -t y&4 i yipi(4) A. 
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Again, since xs~ + xi is in (xr + x26 + xi) A + xrA, we can now derive 
JT%E + Xi) A = (Y?.PL(E) + Yi> A P rovided that E is a unit when f is of sym- 
plectic type. For 01 in A and a unit 6 in A it now follows that 
(~1 + ~44 + yi~i(4) A = r(xl + xp + xi4 A CY,A + (Y~E) + ri) A 
and, consequently, ~(601) = P(E) &CL). Taking E = 1 gives /J = pi. Hence 
P(EO~) = P(E) CL(~) for all 01 in A and all units E in A. Likewise, if f is not of sym- 
plectic type, then for 01, ,B in A, 
(Yl + Y2l-4~ + PI + Yi> A 
= ml + %(a + B) + Xi) A c (Yl i- Y?A4) A + (Y2Pu3 + Yd A 
and, consequently, ~(OI + /3) = ~(01) + &3). When f is of symplectic type, a 
similar argument shows that p(o1+ G) = I + P(E) for 01 in A and E a unit in A. 
Since A is a local ring it easily follows that p is a ring homomorphism. 
We must now establish for x = C xiaa with xA a line that TxA = 
CC ~44) A. Then, defining g: M + M by g(C x& = Cy&olJ, it 
follows that P(g) = r. M oreover, since r is bijective, it follows that yr ,..., yn 
is a basis of M and that p is surjective. This completes the proof. 
Consider first the case where x, ,..., x, is an orthogonal basis of M. If 01~ = 1, 
then using induction, 
Since, also FxA C (yr + y,p(~l%)) A + y,A + ... + ynelA, the result follows. 
If 01~ is a unit, then ~(oLJ is also a unit and 
FxA = I’xa;‘A = (1 ~&~a;‘)) A = (c y&,)) A. 
Now assume (11~ E J but 01~ , say, is a unit. Repeating earlier work with xi and x, 
interchanged, there exists a homomorphism 5: A + A such that for all OL in A, 
r(Xla + $1 A = (Y&d + Yd A. wh en 01 is a unit, (xra + xJ A = (xl + 
xi&) A and hence [(a) = P(E). Since 5 and k coincide on units, they also 
coincide on A. We can now repeat the earlier proof where i = 1. 
Now assume that f is of symplectic type and x1 ,. .., xsm is a symplectic basis 
of M. Again, for x = C xiai with xA a line we must show TxA = (C yip(ai)) A. 
It suffices, by the argument of the previous case, to establish the result when 
0~~ = 1. We use induction on h where x = &, xiai; the cases h = 2, 3 are 
already known. Assume first h is odd so that f (x, , x - xhol,J = 0. Then xA is 
contained in the split plane (x - x& A + x,A and hence 
rxA C (*~.yi~W) A + y,A. 
i=l 
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Since xA is also contained in (~a -+- xh) A + (X - (zt! f xh) 01~) A, we have 
! 
h-l 
rxA C (yz + oh) A -L ~1 + y+L(az - 4 + c ~id4 A 
i=3 1 
and the result follows. iVow assume h is even. Then, for a suitable unit E (= &I), 
(X~E + xh) A + (x - (X~E + xh) 01~) A is a regular plane and 
A similar inclusion can be obtained with yh and y,+r interchanged, and the result 
then follows. 
Remarks. In general, a plane need be neither regular nor split. For example, 
let )I = 1, A = Zs[p1/2] with Z, the p-adic integers and * conjugation, and M = 
HI 1 H, with Hi = uiA + viA, i == 1, 2, hyperbolic planes. Then P = u,A + 
(vr~~/~ + ua) A is neither regular nor split (easy argument). A similar example 
is obtained with h = - 1, A any commutative local ring, and * trivial, with the 
same M and P. The advantage in the restriction to regular and split planes in 
the definition of a projectivity is seen in the proof of Theorem 4.8. Our defini- 
tion of a split plane is stronger than necessary. It suffices to assume a plane P 
is split if it can be written as P = L, 1 L, with L, and L, lines; our stronger 
formulation is then a consequence (see proof of Theorem 4.7(ii)). 
It is not clear from the definition if the composite of two projectivities is a 
projectivity. However, the projectivities we are interested in also preserve 
orthogonality (Theorem 4.9) and for such projectivities the composites are also 
projectivities. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF A PROJECTIVITY 
This section is devoted to constructing a projectivity P P(M) -+ P(M) from a 
group automorphism /I of U(M). A regul ar line L determines an extremal 
involution 0 with I(0) = L. Then (10 is also extremal and determines a line 
I(.&?). Define TL = I(fle). Clearly, the mapping so far defined is bijective 
between regular lines and sends orthogonal regular lines to orthogonal regular 
lines (the lines L, and L, are orthogonal if f(L, , L,) = 0). We must extend this 
definition to singular lines. 
Let N be any orthogonal summand of M and let N = 1(0,) 1 ... 1 I(&) be 
an orthogonal splitting into indecomposable modules. Define clN = I(A0,) 1 
... 1 I(&$). Then /IN is independent of the choice of splitting since M = 
clN I /l(N’), so that AN = (I1(N1))l and the decomposition of N can be 
changed without changing that of N’-. Thus the automorphism /l associates with 
N a uniquely determined orthogonal summand clN of the same rank. 
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Now let L = xA be a singular line in P(M) so that f(x, X) E 1. Since L is a 
direct summand of M there exists y E M such that f(~, y) = 1. Then Pr = 
xA + yA is a regular plane. Take x E PI1 with z $ MJ. Then Pz = xA + 
(y + z) A is also a regular plane and PI n Pz = L. Thus any singular line can 
be obtained as the intersection of two regular planes. Moreover, rank(P, + Pz) 
= 3 and, when f is not of symplectic type, z can be chosen such that Pi + Pz 
is an orthogonal summand of M. We show that L’ = LlP, n &‘a is a line and 
define FL = L’ where, of course, it must be verified that L’ is independent of 
the choice of Pr and Pz . It is also shown that I’ is a projectivity. 
It is necessary now to use results on the structure of U(M) established in [3]. 
We henceforth assume that M has rank M > 5 and hyperbolic rank i(M) > 1 
if A is commutative and i(M) > 2 if A is not commutative. Also assume 2 and 3 
are units and that S = {a E A ! 01* I- Xa! = 0} contains a unit (or that 5 and 7 
are units). The main results in [3] are now valid. 
Denote by Z,(A) the group of central units 17 in A with 77 * = 1. For 7 E Z,(A), 
let R(T) be the isometry x ++ XT, x E M. Clearly, R(T) E ZU(M), the center of 
U(M). In fact, with the help of extremal involutions, it is easily seen that 
Let Q(M) be the commutator subgroup of U(M). For v E U(M) let Q(p) be 
the Q(M)-normalized subgroup of U(M) generated from y. If fl is an auto- 
morphism of U(M) then AO(M) = Q(M) and /IQ(,) = Q(/l,). Hence Q(M) & 
Q(p?) if and only if O(M) L Q(/lv). 
Let l7: M -+ M/MJ and Y: U(M) + U(M/MJ) be the homomorphisms 
induced by the homomorphism A + A/J. An element x E M is called uni- 
modular if nx # 0. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let y E U(M). Then. Q(M) G Q(y) ;f and on& ;f Yy C# 
zWWn/rJ>. 
Proof. Assume first Yp, E ZU(M/MJ) so that there exists a unit E in A with 
EE* = 1 mod J and T(X) E XE mod MJ for all x E M. Let M = H 1 IV, where 
H = uA + VA is a hyperbolic plane. Then for x E M and y E N, 
@(u, Y) (4 = E@, Y) (4 6 = E(u, Y> P)(X) mod MJs 
Thus PP> J% Y)I E UMJ) and consequently, by [3, 2.3, 2.41, [IJJ, Q(M)] 2 
U(MJ). Now, if Q(M) & Q(v), this leads to the contradiction 
Conversely, assume Q(M) g Q(q). By [3, 3.11 there is a unique involutary 
ideal a G J such that &Ma) c Q(p) & F(Ma). Consequently, 9 E F(Ma) and 
by the remark following the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [3], there exists a unit E 
481/56/l-16 
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with EE* = 1 mod a and v(x) = XE mod Ma. Also, for any ol E A, XE~ == q(x) 01 G- 
~(xol) = X~E mod Ma so that E(Y := a~ mod a. Hence Yv E ZU(M/MJ). 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let p) E U(M). Th en UT E ZU(M/M J) ;f and only if 
WY) E ZWWMO 
LEMMA 4.3. Let PI and Pz be regular planes associated with the involutions 8, 
and 8, . Then IIP, = IIP, if and only if Yt$e, E ZU(M/MJ). 
Pyoof. If 17P, = IIP, , then IIP,l = IIPzi and hence e,(x) = i&(x) mod 
MJ for all x E M. Thus YB,B, E ZU(M/MJ). 
Conversely, if YfIIez E ZU(M/MJ), then there exists a unit E in -4 with 
EE* z 1 mod j and e,(x) = e,( x E mod MJ for all x E M. Let x E PI (= P(B,), ) 
or N(Q) be unimodular and write x = x1 + x2 with x1 E Pz and x2 E P2’. Then 
fx = &(x1 - ~a) E mod M] and hence E = &l mod J. Moreover, either x1 
or xa is in MJ and, as x varies, the same component is always in MJ. Since 
rank M 3 5, it follows that IIPI = IlP, . 
We now return to the mapping 1’ on P(M) constructed earlier. Let L be a 
singular line in P(M) and L = PI n Pz , where PI = XA + yA and P2 = 
xA + (y + z) A are regular planes with rank(P, + P2) = 3. We show that 
API n AP, is a line. 
Consider first the case where f is not of symplectic type so that we may assume 
PI + P, is an orthogonal summand of M. Thus 
where oi , 1 < i < m, are mutually commuting extremal involutions. Then 
/loi , 1 < i < m, are also mutually commuting extremal involutions and hence 
for some module N with rank N = 3. Moreover, AP, + AP, EN. Since 
IIP, # IIP, , it follows from Corollary 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 that IIAP, # IlAP, 
and hence API + AP, = N. Consequently, API n AP, contains a unimodular 
element and so must be a line. 
When f is of symplectic type this argument must be slightly modified. Now we 
only have PI + Pz = (xA + yA) _L xA . 1s contained in an orthogonal summand 
of M with rank four. Thus 
where oi , 1 < i < m, are mutually commuting extremal involutions and 
f(,z, w) = 1. As above, AP, + AP, g N, where now rank N = 4. If we show 
that AP, + APz is a rank three direct summand of N, the previous proof still 
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holds. Let I(uJ = uA + aA and put s = .a - wf(z, a). Then s is unimodular, 
f(.a, s) = 0 and, if I(a) = (u + s) A + DA, then f(Pr + Pz , I(u)) = 0. Hence 
AP, + AP, 2 In. Since l(nur) + I(fla) h as rank at least three (by Corollary 
4.2 and Lemma 4.3), the result follows and LlP, n AP, is a line. 
The final part of the above argument can be modified to be valid even whenf 
is not of symplectic type and PI + Pz is a rank three direct summand of 111, but 
not an orthogonal summand. 
Before proving that P is well defined, we need some more results. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let u E Ext(M) and 7 be an involution in U(M). Then Y[a, T] E 
ZU(M/MJ) if and only ifI E P(T) + MJ OY I(o) g N(T) + M J. 
Proof. Replacing (r by --(T if necessary, we may take I(u) == P(u). Assume 
first Y[u, T] E ZU(M/MJ) so that there exists a unit 7 such that UT(X) 7 = T,(X) 
mod MJ for all x in M. Take x E P(T) unimodular and let x = x1 + xa with 
X, E P(U) and xQ E N(u). Then T(X~ - x2) = (x1 - x,) 71 mod MJ and hence 
77 - & 1 mod J. Assume 77 = - 1 mod J. Since 7(.x1 +- xp) = x1 + x2 , we now 
have 7(x1) = x2 mod MJ. Hence P(T) EI(a) + 71(U) + ilJJ. Similarly, N(T) S 
I(u) + d(u) + MJ. S’ mce rank I(u) < 2, this contradicts rank M > 5. Hence 
7 = 1 mod J. Now take unimodular y E P(u) and let y = yr + yy with yr E P(T) 
and yz E N(T). Using UT(y) E TU( y) mod MJ, we conclude u( yr) = yr mod M J. 
Lety,=x+w,wherex~P(u)=I() d u an w E N(u) n MJ. Since f ( y1 , yz) = 
0, it follows that f (a, y - .a) E J. But a and y - a are both in the indecomposable 
module I(u) and hence either .a or y - z is in MJ. Thus either yr or yz is in M J 
and, moreover, as y varies in P(u) always the same component is in MJ. Hence 
I(u) is contained in either P(T) + MJ or N(T) + MJ. The converse is a straight- 
forward calculation. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let f be of symplectic type and PI , Pz , P3 , and P4 regular planes 
satisfying 
(i) 17p, # IIPj for i fj, 
(ii) PI n Pz n P3 n P4 = xA with x unimodular, 
(iii) PI + Pz + P3 is a rank four orthogonal summand of M, 
(iv) UP, S n(Pl + Pz + PJ. 
Then 
fj APi = APi n AP, , 1 <j#k<4. 
Pvoof. We have already seen that for each choice of i, j with i # j that 
APi n AP, is a singular line. The result will follow if ~~=, APi is a rank five 
direct summand of M. A straightforward argument using Lemma 4.4 shows that 
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CT=r APi is an orthogonal summand of M with rank four. It then follows from 
Lemmas 4S(iv) and 4.4 that Ci=, M’, has rank five. 
Whenf is not of symplectic type a similar result holds for three regular planes 
(see [5, V.50, p. 3751). 
THEOREM 4.6. The mapping r is well defined. 
Proof. We only give the proof when f is of symplectic type. If f is not of 
symplectic type a simplified version of the following argument is valid (see 
also [5, V.51, p. 3771). LetL = xA be a line in P(M) and take y E M with f (x, y) 
= 1. Then P, = xA + yA is a regular plane. Let z/I + WA and uA + vA be 
two mutually orthogonal regular planes that are also orthogonal to P, . Take 
P2 = xA + (y + x) A, P, = xA + (y $- w) A, Pa = xA + (y + u) A, P5 = 
xA + (y + U) A, and P, = xA + (y + w + U) A; these are all regular planes. 
By Lemma 4.5, since PI + P, + P, and P, + Pz + P, are orthogonal sum- 
mands. 
AP, n AP, n AP, n AP, = AP, n AP, z AP, n AP, = AP, n AP, 
and, since PI + P., + P5 and P, + P5 + P, are orthogonal summands 
API n AP, n AP, n AP, = AP, n AP, = API n AP, . 
Let P be any regular plane with L = xi2 C P. Since L = P, n Pz , to show that 
rL is well defined, it suffices to prove API n AP, CAP. 
Assume first IIP f 17p, . Then either IIP glI(P, + Pz + PJ or IlP !& 
L7(P, + P4 + P5). Hence, by Lemma 4.5, either 
or 
AP n API n AP, n AP, = API n APz 
AP n AP, n AP, n AP, = API n AP, 
and the result follows. Now assume XlP = IfPI . Then IIP g II(P3 + P, + P,), 
where P, = xA + (y + w + v) A. Hence 
AP n AP, n AP, n AP, = AP, n AP, 
and again the result follows. This completes the proof. 
Since A is a group automorphism, A-’ induces a mapping F-l: P(M) -+ P(M) 
such that rP1 = PlI’ is the identity mapping. Hence r is bijective. 
THEOREM 4.7’. Let L, and L, be lines with L, + L, a plane. Then 
(i) rL, + rL, is a plane, 
(ii) if L, is orthogonal to L, , then rL, is orthogonal to rL, . 
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PYOO~. Observe that L, + L, is a plane if and only if IIL, # 17L, . Let 
L, = xA, L, = yA, FL, = uA, and TL, = vA. 
(i) Assume first f(~, X) is a unit. Then f(~, U) is a unit. Suppose that 
IiTL, = IiTL, so that ~(zI, V) and hence f( y, y) are units. Let pi and 0s be 
extremal involutions with I(cr,) = L, and r(o,) = L, . Then KU(&) = flI(fl~,) 
and as in Corollary 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 this leads to the contradiction that 
nqu,) = Iqo,). ix ow assume f(~, x) and f(y, y) are nonunits so that both 
f(u, u) and ~(TJ, U) are also nonunits. Again suppose that III'L, == IIrL, . Choose 
w and z in M such that f(zu, U) and .f(z, u) are units and w,4 t zA + uA is a 
rank three direct summand of 111. Then f(zu, V) and f(z, z) are also units. Let 
P,, Pz, P3 ,and Pa be regularplaneswith AP, = uA + wA,AP, = u,-i A ~4, 
AP, = VA + WA, and AP, = 0.4 $ zA. Then ITAP, = IIAP, and hence 
IIP, = I7P, . Similarly, IIP, = IIP, . This leads to the contradiction 
UL, =m-yr~,) =17P,n P2 -nP3n P, =nL,. 
(ii) Assume L, is orthogonal to L, . If L, = XA or L, = y4 is regular, 
the result follows from the construction of P via extremal involutions. Assume, 
therefore, f(~, x) andf( y, y) are nonunits. Choose z E M such thatf( y, z) = 1. 
Then P = yA + zA is a regular plane. Let x = J’LY -1 ~$3 + w, where zu E Pl. 
Since f(x, y) = 0, we have p = -f(y, y) ol E J. It follows from fl~,3 f IlyA 
that w is unimodular. Choose s E Pl such thatf(x, s) = 1. Then PI = xA + sr-l 
is a regular plane and y E P,l. Embed y in a regular plane Pz withf(P, , P.J = 0. 
ThenJE(/lP, , AP,) = 0. Since rL, C AP, and rL, CAP, , the result follows. 
THEOREM 4.8. r is a projectivity. 
Proof. Let L, L, , and L, be lines with L, + L, either a regular or a split 
plane and L CL, + L, . We must show that rL C TL, + TL, . 
If L, -t L, is regular, then M = (L, -+ LJ 1 I(q) 1 ... 1 I(oJ where oi, 
1 < i < m, are extremal involutions. Applying the automorphism fl gives 
M = N 11(fla,) 1 ... 1 l((lluyn) for some plane N. From Theorem 4.7 and the 
definition of P, it follows that N = rL, A- I’L, . Since L CL, + L, is orthogonal 
to lines in I(a,), 1 < i < m, it follows that rL is orthogonal to l(Aoj) and hence 
rLcrL,+rL,. 
Now suppose that P = L, +- L, is a split plane. Our object is to construct a 
set of orthogonal summands W, ,.. ., W, of M such that P = JV, n ... n W, 
and TL, + FL, = A WI n .. n AWk Since L C P we have f(L, Wfi) = 0, 
1 <i <k, and hence f(rL, AWzi) = 0. Thus rL CAW, n ... n AW, = 
rL, + rL,. 
Assume f is of symplectic type. Since P is a split plane, there is a splitting 
M = (xA + x4)1 (yA + WA) i 40,) I ... i 44, 
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where I’ = x./f 1 y.4 and CT, 1 -s< i s< m, are extremal involutions. Let 1(uJ = 
u.4 4 ,z,.4 and take IV, := (~4 + z-4) 1 (y-4 + WA), w, == (XS + (z f u) A) 1 
(yi2 A WA), and IV, = (x,4 .- ~4) 1 (y/Z +- (w .;- u) A). Then W, n Wz n 
W:, 2 P and AlV, n AW, C-J AW, ~= FxA 1 I”‘4 := I’L, + I’L, , since by 
Theorem 4.7(i), rL, -1 rL, is a rank two direct summand. The argument is 
similar iff is not of symplectic type, but it is now possible for ~~4 or ~1-4 to be a 
regular line. 
THEOREM 4.9. If L, and L, are orthogonal lines, then FL, and I?L, are ortho- 
gonal lines. 
Pvoof. By Theorem 4.7(ii) w-e may assume L, + L, is not a plane. Since r 
is a projectivity, there exists a p-semilinear automorphism g such that rwi3 : 
g(w) .-1 for any line zc/l. Let L, -: xA and L, = yA. Then M = Mr 1 nir, with 
x E :V, and Ail, f 0. Take L, = z/l, a line in M2 . Then L, IL, is a plane and 
f(rL, , FL,) =z: 0 by Theorem 4.7(ii). Hence f(g(x), g(z)) = 0. Similarly, if 
L, = (y -:- z) A4 then L, 1 L, is a plane and f(g(x), g( y + z)) _- 0. Hence 
f (g(x), g(y)) _= 0 and rL, is orthogonal to rL, . 
5. AuT~M~RPHIS~~S 
Let A be an automorphism of U(M). We have shown that A induces a pro- 
jectivity r on P(M). By the Fundamental Theorem of Unitary Geometry there 
exists a p-semilinear automorphism g: M + M such that FL == gL for all lines 
L in P(M). Moreover, l’ sends orthogonal lines into orthogonal lines. We use 
this now to determine the automorphism A. 
Let GL(M) be the general linear group of M. If g is a CL-semilinear auto- 
morphism of M, define a mapping @‘s on GL(M) by Qqv = gvg-l for q~ in 
GL(M). Then Qrr is an automorphism of GL(M). We say Da is on U(M) if QB 
also induces an automorphism of U(M). W e say g preserves orthogonality if 
whenever f(~, y) = 0 for X, y unimodular elements in M it follows that 
fM4, dYN = 0. 7% us the g arising from the projectivity r preserves ortho- 
gonality. 
LEMMA 5.1. The p-semilinear automorphism g preserves orthogonality if and 
only if there exists a unit E in A such that for all x, y in M, 
f (g(x), g(y)) = v(f(x, YN. 
Proof. Let x1 ,..., X, and y1 ,..., yn be dual bases for M so that f (xi , yj) = 
aij , 1 < i, j < n. Assume g preserves orthogonality. Then, for i #i and 
cd E ‘4, f (x$4 + xj ) )J- - yj~*) = 0 and hence after applying g and expanding, _ 1 
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p(ti)*f(g(q), g(yi)) =f(g(xj), g(yi)) ~(a*). Taking 01 = 1, it follows that 
f(g(x,), g(yJ) = E for 1 ,< i < n, and hence p(a)* E = +(a!*) for all ol in A. 
Let x = 2 xioli and y = CyiPi . Then 
fMx), g(Y)) z 1 dai)*fMxi), g(Yj)) disi) 
i,i 
Sincef(g(x), g(y)) can be made a unit, E must be a unit. Conversely, if g satisfies 
this relationship, it is clear that g preserves orthogonality. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let g be a p-semilinear automorphism of M. Then Q. is an 
automorphism of U(M) if and only if g preserves orthogonality. 
Proof. Assume first that g preserves orthogonality. With the help of the 
lemma, for v in U(M), 
f (@!A4 @dP,(Y)) = df (cpg-‘(4, W’(Y))) 
= df(g-wg-YY))) 
=f (x7 Y)* 
for all X, y E M. Hence Qg, E U(M). It also follows from the lemma that g-l 
preserves orthogonality and hence @;’ = @,-I is on U(M). Thus Qjg is an 
automorphism of U(M). 
Conversely, assume @, is an automorphism of U(M). Then for any involution 
fI in U(M), @&’ is also an involution in U(M) with P(@$l) = gP(B) and N(@#) = 
gN(B). For any orthogonal splitting M = Ml 1 M2 we can choose an involution 
0 with P(0) = Ml . It follows that M = gM, 1 gMz . Let x and y be uni- 
modular elements in M with f (x, y) = 0. Since rank M 3 5 we may assume 
M = Ml 1 M, with x E Ml and iI& # 0. We must showf(g(x), g(y)) = 0, but 
clearly it suffices to consider the case y E Ml . Let N = xA or N = zA + WA 
be an indecomposable orthogonal summand of Mz . Then (y + z) A (or 
(y + 22) A if f (y + a, y + a) E J) or (y + a) A + WA is also an orthogonal 
summand of M with x in the orthogonal complement. Since f (x, z) = f (x, y + z) 
= 0, it follows from what has already been established that f(g(x), g(z)) = 
j(g(x), g(y + z)) = 0. Hencef(g(x), g(y)) = 0 and g preserves orthogonality. 
DEFINITION 5.3. An automorphism (1 of U(M) is called radial if there exists 
a group morphism X: U(M) + ZU(M) such that ilp, = TX(~) for all y in U(M). 
Denote such a /l by P, . 
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LEMMA 5.4. Let A be an automorphism of U(M) with induced projectivity P 
such that PL = L for all lines L in P(M). Then there exists a radial automorphism 
P, such that A = P, . 
Proof. Let I(U) be any indecomposable orthogonal summand of M and let it 
be associated with the extremal involution u. If I(o) is a line, then I(&) T= I(a), 
since I’ preserves lines. If I(u) is a plane, then any line L C 1((o) can be obtained 
as L = I(u) r\ I(T) for some extremal involution 7. From the definition of r, 
we have L = PL = I(h) n I(fl~) and hence L C I(b). It follows that I(U) -7~ 
I(h). 
Let p E U(M). Then (flp) (flu) (flp)-r is an extremal involution associated 
with the indecomposable lattice (&)1(u). On the other hand, /&up+) is 
associated with the indecomposable lattice pi(u). Hence p-l(/lp) I(u) = I(u) for 
any indecomposable lattice 1(u). Thus ppl(/lp) E U(M) fixes all lines in P(M) and 
there exists a unit E, depending on p, such that p-l(flp) (x) = XE for all x E M. 
Now /lp = px(p) = P,(p), where x: U(M) ---f ZU(M) is defined by x(p) =s R(E). 
Thus /I = P, . 
MAIN THEOREM. Let rank M > 5 and i(M) > 1, with i(M) > 2 if R is not 
commutative. Assume 2 and 3 are units and S contains a unit. Then for each auto- 
morphism A of U(M) there exists a unique radial automorphism P, and a semilinear 
automorphism g of M with Gr, on U(M) such that A = P, 0 @, . 
Proof. If r is the projectivity induced by fl, there is a semilinear auto- 
morphism g such that PL = gL for all L in P(M). Also, r preserves ortho- 
gonality and hence g preserves orthogonality. By Theorem 5.2, @g is an auto- 
morphism of U(M). The projectivity induced by @;’ 0 fl now fixes lines in 
P(M). Applying Lemma 5.4, @;’ o /l = P, . ,4 straightforward argument shows 
that P, and QD are uniquely determined for fl. 
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